
Our nervous system is the primary system relating
our soul self world to the external reality . Through
the sensory apparatus such as eyes, pain receptors,
heat receptors, etc. we are connected to the out-
side. These apparati upon stimulation produce an
electrical flow in the nerves attached to it . This flow
then activates our brain and spine, informing us of
changes occuring. We react to the changes in open
new ways if we have freed ourselves of the fetters of
our fathers' frustration . This electrical flow is an en-
ergy flow carried by electrons whose consistancy is
primarily energy, not much matter at all .

Our bodies also contain emitters of energy . Our
bodies are manifestations of energy . And the well
being of the spirit they enclose is transmitted
through this E = MCZ matter we are vibrating . Each
of us to our eyes is energy vibrating at a multitude of
frequencies of energy . E = by

by = MC2
The energy of your soul self source flows out
through matter into the universal medium of mat-
ter. Molecules flow into each other . Caress each
other with vibrations of love .

What we're working toward now in this new age
with the use of electronics is extending our nervous
systems to a global, a universal and ultimately a cos-
mic scale through the use of tools . We have audio
tape recorders, VTR's and computers . All these
things use the same kind of flow as our closest tool :
our nervous system . The structures are different
mainly because we are at a primitive stage in devel-
oping our system toward their biological counter-
parts .

What we're talking about is tapping our psychic
energy through our body through our nervous sys-
tem out of our body into an external system which
carries information-energy in a way similar to our
nervous system's flow .
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Videotape is a tool for us to use in increasing our
flow on a rudimentary level . It is probably right now
the best tool outside our bodies because it transfers
energy efficiently (closer to natural nervous system
process) and encompasses the two spectrums of en-
ergy to which our bodies are well attuned : sound
and light. A new tool not connected to the material
world alone but pulsing with energies closer to the
nonmaterial realm of electromagnetic awareness .
But still, these whirring magnetic marvels are inert
energy drains which require external inputs on all
levels to sustain them . They are tools to transmit
ourselves through. Machines can never match the
capability of a human being as a communications
medium . You are the medium . You, a living being,
have a much greater capacity for energy emission
and reception on multiple levels, even levels which
we haven't been capable of measuring . A machine
loses energy in the process of transferance between
the source and the recipient . There's just no way
around this particular generation gap. Machines are
inert system

Energy sucking systems .
Machines have enamored us

awed us
seduced us

into lives which are oiled by
their own offspring of worthless goods .
We started with them years ago
some we worshipped,, others saved our time

Soon we ended up in lines-
on conveyor belts belching and farting

We are not machines, we are not inert things
We are the sources of the life force .

When our bodies love our mind and soul,
When we listen to silence . When we love all . Ac-
cept, humble and ask. not of others but-of ourselves .
Not relating to those programed thought patterns
provided us by those who would have us worship

	 andlove matter alone .	-	
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